Introduction
Let E be a complete locally convex topological vector space. Let Z be a locally compact, a-compact, topological space with a positive Radon measure n. Let A be a K6the space of real valued measurable functions on Z. In [11] we have investigated the space A(E) which is, roughly speaking, the space of measurable functions f: Z E such that p(f) s A for every continuous seminorm p on E. The space A(E) is topologized by the seminorms q p(f) as p and q run through the families of continuous seminorms on E and A respectively.
In this paper, we study the space A [E] which is the completion of a space of measurable functions f: Z E such that for every x' s E', we have (f('), x') e A.
The space A[E] will be topologized by the seminorms Sup {q((f(z), x')): x' e U } as q runs through the family of continuous seminorms on A and U runs through the family of neighborhoods of zero in E.
The space ArE] has been extensively studied by Pietsch [-12] when Z is the natural numbers and n the counting measure; Cac [3] has chosen a slightly different definition for A [E] and studied the spaces so obtained.
In Section 2, we review the relevant material about K6the spaces. In Section 3, we study properties of the spaces ARE]. In Section 4, the topological dual of ArE] is investigated. In Section 5, we see how certain spaces of linear maps can be represented by A[E], thus extending or complementing the results of several authors.
Definitions and notation
We recall briefly the theory of K6the spaces as presented in [4] . The is weakly measurable if it is measurable when E is given the weak topology tr(E, E') and is scalarly measurable if (f('), x') is measurable for every x' e E'.
Consider the space of functions f: Z E which are p-measurable and such that p(f) dz < oe for every compact K and p e P. Define fo(E) to be the separated space associated with this space when equipped with the seminorms p(f)drc and f(E) to be its completion. We define (E') to be the set of tr(E', E) scalarly measurable functions 9" Z E' satisfying the following condition" For every compact set K, 91/ bgo where b is real valued and integrable and 9o is a tr(E', E) scalarly measurable function which takes values in an equicontinuous set. We identify 91 and 9z if 91 9z scalarly a.e. (i.e., if (x, 91(')) x, 9z(')) a.e. for all x e E). The spaces f(E) and f(E') have been studied in [9] , [10] , and [11] . It is shown there that iffe no(e and 9 e (E'), then f(z), 9(z)) is a well defined measurable function. Furthermore, iff e f(E) but f o(E) then for p e P and for 9 If E and F are locally convex spaces, 29(E', F) will denote the space of continuous linear maps from E' into F. The topology on E' will always be specified and will often be the topology of uniform convergence on the precompact sets in E (denoted E). With an abuse of notation, q(U , F) will denote the space of linear maps from E' into F continuous on each equicontinuous set U (here U is given the weak topology from E). The space 5e(E', F) will be given the topology of uniform convergence on the equicontinuous sets U in E'. Seminorms generating the topology on (E', F) are given by b --) Sup (](b(x'), Y')I" x' e U , y' e V } Sup {q(4)(x'))" x' e U ) where U and V are arbitrary neighborhoods of zero in E and F, respectively, and q is the gauge of V.
We shall find it convenient to have available the following lemma, much of which is implicit in [7] . (b) (c). T (U) is compact since U is compact and T is continuous on U.
(c) = (d). For a fixed y' e F', the form (Tx', y') is continuous on each U and so, since E is complete, is represented by an element T*y' e E [14, p. 107].
Since T* is obviously the adjoint map, we have T*-I(u) T(U) , an F neighborhood, whence T* ,(F, E). We write R $ R to mean that R _ R2 -"" are measurable sets and R R. Given Thus given an e > 0 and using a sequence of compact sets Kj T z there is a compact set K such that q(P(f)lz-K) < el3 and so q((f(z), x')]z-r) < e/3 for x' U. By the pmeasurability of f and the fact that A Ar there is a compact set K' _ K such that 0, fir, is continuous and q P(..flr-,) < e/3 and so q((f(z), x')]r_/(,) < 8/3 for x' e U. Now for every z, (f(z), x',) 0 and since Op f(K') is compact in E, we have (f(z), x',) 0 uniformly on Op f(K') (Lemma 2.1). Choose ao so that if a >_ ao, then for z K, I(f(z), x')l < e,/3q(zr,).
Then for 2 o,
Thus (f(z), x> 0 in A and Ly q(U , A).
Remark. If we replace the hypothesis p(f) A with Lfx' A for all x' e E' and Ly(U) is relatively compact then the conclusion of the proposition is still true. For with the aid of Lemma 2.1 the inequalities q((f(z), x')lz-) < e/3 and q((f(z), x')lr-r,) < e/3 for x' U are still valid and the proof is as above. (ii) The proof is similar to that of [5 The great temptation is to try to define a function g" Z E' by <x, g(z)> <x, x'>B(x')(z) dp; I(x,, go(Z))l < [" I(x,, x')l dp 3v everywhere for all n. If x x 6 E, then for a fixed z, and I<x=, go(z))l --+ I<x, go(Z))l We now compare the spaces introduced in [9] and [11] with those in this paper. Proof Let A E and A E be A E equipped with the subspace topology from A(E) and with the projective topology respectively. Then the identity maps i:AEAE and i"AEAE are continuous. For let p P and q Q and letf Proof Let e > 0 and p e P be given. Since 0 v fis measurable we may find a compact K' _ K such that n(K-K') < e((U)) and 0v olin, is con-
and we claim that (f(z), x') is continuous on K' x U. Let a net ((z,, x;))
This establishes the desired measurability. By the Tonelli Theorem, [-9 ], g)(E) is the space of functions described. [] The above result is contained in [16, p. 65] where a different proof is given. We hope to explore the relationship between other results in [16] with those given here in a later paper. Rag [13, p. 158] and Edwards [5, 8.19 
